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Witness to the Revolution
2016-05-31

the electrifying story of the turbulent year when the sixties ended and
america teetered on the edge of revolution named one of the best books
of the year by the st louis post dispatch as the 1960s drew to a close the
united states was coming apart at the seams from august 1969 to august
1970 the nation witnessed nine thousand protests and eighty four acts of
arson or bombings at schools across the country it was the year of the
my lai massacre investigation the cambodia invasion woodstock and the
moratorium to end the war the american death toll in vietnam was
approaching fifty thousand and the ascendant counterculture was
challenging nearly every aspect of american society witness to the
revolution clara bingham s unique oral history of that tumultuous time
unveils anew that moment when america careened to the brink of a civil
war at home as it fought a long futile war abroad woven together from
one hundred original interviews witness to the revolution provides a
firsthand narrative of that period of upheaval in the words of those
closest to the action the activists organizers radicals and resisters who
manned the barricades of what students for a democratic society leader
tom hayden called the great refusal we meet bill ayers and bernardine
dohrn of the weather underground daniel ellsberg the former defense
department employee who released the pentagon papers feminist
theorist robin morgan actor and activist jane fonda and many others
whose powerful personal stories capture the essence of an era we
witness how the killing of four students at kent state turned a straitlaced
social worker into a hippie how the civil rights movement gave birth to
the women s movement and how opposition to the war in vietnam turned
college students into prisoners veterans into peace marchers and
intellectuals into bombers with lessons that can be applied to our time
witness to the revolution is more than just a record of the death throes of
the age of aquarius today when america is once again enmeshed in racial
turmoil extended wars overseas and distrust of the government the
insights contained in this book are more relevant than ever praise for
witness to the revolution especially for younger generations who didn t
live through it witness to the revolution is a valuable and entertaining
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primer on a moment in american history the likes of which we may never
see again bryan burrough the wall street journal a rich tapestry of a
volatile period in american history time a gripping oral history of the
centrifugal social forces tearing america apart at the end of the 60s this
is rousing reportage from the front lines of us history o the oprah
magazine the familiar voices and the unfamiliar ones are woven together
with documents to make this a surprisingly powerful and moving book
new york times book review an enthralling and brilliant chronology of the
period between august 1969 and september 1970 buffalo news bingham
captures the essence of these fourteen months through the words of
movement organizers vets students draft resisters journalists musicians
government agents writers and others this oral history will enable
readers to see that era in a new light and with fresh sympathy for the
motivations of those involved while bingham s is one of many
retrospective looks at that period it is one of the most immediate and
personal booklist

The Old Regime and the Revolution
1856

one of the least likely survivors of the jacobin purge of the national
convention in early 1793 was jean baptiste louvet the author of the
popular eighteenth century romance les amours du chevalier de faublas
had it not been for the upheaval caused by the revolution in 1789 louvet
undoubtedly would have continued to build his promising literary career
few of his readers could have imagined that this frail young man would
be elected as a deputy in the national assembly where he dared to
oppose powerful jacobin leaders like robespierre his limited formal
education and background as a bookstore clerk set louvet apart among
his legally trained friends in the brissotin girondin faction yet his
intelligence courage and loyalty led them to appreciate his skills and
friendship louvet would be the only one among the group to survive the
proscription of the girondins and life as a fugitive he returned to paris
following the jacobins downfall in july 1794 to serve again in the national
convention and then in the newly elected government of the directory
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Witness to the Revolution
2020-12-04

a compendium of original essays and contemporary viewpoints on the
1917 revolution the russian revolution of 1917 reverberated throughout
an empire that covered one sixth of the world it altered the geo political
landscape of not only eurasia but of the entire globe the impact of this
immense event is still felt in the present day the historiography of the
last two decades has challenged conceptions of the 1917 revolution as a
monolithic entity the causes and meanings of revolution are many as is
reflected in contemporary scholarship on the subject a companion to the
russian revolution offers more than thirty original essays written by a
team of respected scholars and historians of 20th century russian history
presenting a wide range of contemporary perspectives the companion
discusses topics including the dynamics of violence in war and revolution
russian political parties the transformation of the orthodox church
bolshevism liberalism and more although primarily focused on 1917 itself
and the singular revolutionary experience in that year this book also
explores time periods such as the first russian revolution early soviet
government the civil war period and even into the 1920 s presents a wide
range of original essays that discuss brings together in depth coverage of
political history party history cultural history and new social approaches
explores the long range causes influence on early soviet culture and
global after life of the russian revolution offers broadly conceived
contemporary views of the revolution largely based on the author s
original research links russian revolutions to russian civil wars as
concepts a companion to the russian revolution is an important addition
to modern scholarship on the subject and a valuable resource for those
interested in russian late imperial or soviet history as well as anyone
interested in revolution as a global phenomenon

A Companion to the Russian Revolution
2020-10-19

first published in 1784 this tract defined american rights against britain
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but also criticised america s system of racial slavery

Observations on the Importance of the
American Revolution
2013-08-22

this volume unites scholars from brazil the u s and europe who draw on a
close re reading of the vargas literature hitherto unavailable or unused
sources and a wide array of methodologies to shed new light on the
political changes and cultural representations of vargas s regimes
realising why he meant different things to different people

Vargas and Brazil
2006-12-11

for generations in the west cold war animosity blocked dispassionate
accounts of the russian revolution this history authoritatively restores the
upheaval s primary social actors workers soldiers and peasants to their
rightful place at the center of the revolutionary process

The Bolsheviks Come to Power
2004

published in 1790 two years before the start of the terror this work
offered a remarkably prescient view of the chaos that lay ahead it
articulates a defense of property religion and traditional values

Reflections on the Revolution in France
2006-02-10

this guide to the study and use of military history is designed to foster an
appreciation of the value of military history and explain its uses and the
resources available for its study it is not a work to be read and lightly
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tossed aside but one the career soldier should read again or use as a
reference at those times during his career when necessity or leisure turns
him to the contemplation of the military past

A Guide to the Study and Use of Military
History
1979

the cuban revolution of 1959 was a benchmark of triumph and a
harbinger of tragedy to come rather than herald a new era of cuba
joining the world community of nations as a paragon of democracy as
many fervently hoped and believed it would it became instead a new
stage in authoritarian rule in the western hemisphere for more than a
half century since then cuba has been defined by the capacity of a single
family to command and determine the fate of a nation and to do so with
a minimum of opposition incredibly even those professing adhesion to
democratic norms have been ready to forgive the dictator his excesses
this volume explains the theory and practice of this absence of internal
opposition and the persistence of external support for the castro family
and its entourage the long night of dark intent is chronological in order
with the author indicating major points in each of the five decades
covered the volume covers five centers of system analysis economics
politics society military and ideology who or what determines events and
decisions is the stuff of real history it is precisely due to variability in
causal chains in society that we have huge variance in levels of
predictability the course of the cuban revolution gives strong support for
such an approach to the castro era this is a unique unflinching account
with a strong emphasis on the importance of u s policy decisions over
time

The Long Night of Dark Intent
2017-07-05

yes in my lifetime is a collection of selected articles and essays by
haroub othman written over the span of his career of nearly four decades
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originally appearing in a wide range of fora the writings reflect othman s
growth as an intellectual and an activist they also encapsulate his life s
passions ñ the plight of the people and their struggles for their rights the
state of the union of tanganyika and zanzibar and international solidarity
with the oppressed the world over a child of zanzibar othman fought long
and hard for the unity of those islands and for their continued presence in
the union and the set of articles in that section pay homage to that work
haroub othman was a professor of development studies at the university
of dar es salaam having specialised in international law and political
science he was still working with the university when he passed away in
2009 his many kiswahili writings are unfortunately not included in this
book

Yes, In My Lifetime
2013-11-11

this volume aims to commemorate criticize scrutinize and assess the
undoubted significance of the russian revolution both retrospectively and
prospectively in three parts part i consists of a palimpsest of the different
representations that the russian revolution underwent through its
turbulent history going back to its actors agents theorists and
propagandists to consider whether it is at all possible to revisit the
russian revolution as an event with this problematic as a backbone the
chapters of this section scrutinize the ambivalences of revolution in four
distinctive phenomena sexual morality religion law and forms of life that
pertain to the revolution s historicity part ii concentrates on how the
revolution was retold in the aftermath of its accomplishment not only by
its sympathizers but also its opponents these chapters not only bring to
light the ways in which the revolution triggered critical theorists to pave
new paths of radical thinking that were conceived as methods to
overcome the revolution s failures and impasses but also how the
revolution was subverted in order to inspire reactionary politics and
legitimize conservative theoretical undertakings even commemorating
the russian revolution then still poses a threat to every well established
political order in part iii this volume interprets how the russian revolution
can spur a rethinking of the idea of revolution acknowledging the
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suffocating burden that the notion of revolution as such entails the final
chapters of this book ultimately address the content and form of future
revolution s it is therein in such critical political thought and such radical
form of action where the russian revolution s legacy ought to be sought
and can still be found

The Russian Revolution as Ideal and
Practice
2019-06-22

while the naval base in guantánamo bay cuba is well known for its
infamous prison camp few people are aware of its prior use as an
immigrant detention center for haitian and cuban refugees beginning in
august 1994 the united states government declared that thousands of
cubans who had launched themselves into the florida straits on rickety
rafts were illegal refugees and sent them to join over fifteen thousand
haitians already being held on guantánamo after fleeing a violent coup in
haiti escape to miami recounts the gripping stories of the rafters who
were detained in guantánamo during the 1994 1996 cuban rafter crisis
after working in the camps for a year as an employee of the u s justice
department elizabeth campisi conducted life history interviews with
twelve of the rafters chronicling their departures from cuba their rafting
trips life on the base and their initial experiences in cuban miami through
these remarkable narratives the book details the ways in which the
rafters used creative expression such as performance and artwork to
cope with the traumas they experienced in the camp campisi explores
these coping mechanisms showing that when people work through
individually traumatic experiences as a group the new meanings they
create during that process can come together to change existing cultures
or create new ones vivid and engaging escape to miami gives voice to
the untold stories of guantánamo this book is a must read for anyone
interested in policy latin american history and human rights
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Escape to Miami
2016-05-13

the struggle of the shi is in indonesia is a pioneering work it is the first
comprehensive scholarly examination in english of the development of
shiism in indonesia it focuses primarily on the important period between
1979 and 2004 a period of nearly a quarter of a century that saw the
notable dissemination of shi i ideas and a considerable expansion of the
number of shi i adherents in indonesia since islam in indonesia is
overwhelmingly sunni this development of shiism in a predominantly
sunni context is a remarkable phenomenon that calls for careful critical
investigation there is also an important examination of the principal ideas
underlying the madhab ahl al bayt the imamate and imam madhi ja fari
jurisprudence and ritual piety appropriately in his discussion zulkifli
provides a succinct outline of contrasts with sunni ideas and practice he
also examines the publishing efforts that underpinned the dissemination
of shi i ideas and the founding of ijabi ikatan jamaah ahlul bait indonesia
in july 2000 for the propagation of ahl al bayt teachings given the
indonesian context zulkifli is also concerned with sunni reactions to these
shi i developments a story that continues to unfold to the present this
book as a work of great value and significance for the continuing
understanding of the richness and complexity of indonesian islam

The Struggle of the Shi‘is in Indonesia
2013-11-06

an eyewitness account of the world changing uprising from the author of
memoirs of a revolutionary a truly remarkable individual an heroic work
richard allday of counterfire brimming with the honesty and passionate
conviction for which he has become famous victor serge s account of the
first year of the russian revolution through all of its achievements and
challenges captures both the heroism of the mass upsurge that gave
birth to soviet democracy and the crippling circumstances that began to
chip away at its historic gains year one of the russian revolution is serge
s attempt to defend the early days of the revolution against those like
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stalin who would claim its legacy as justification for the repression of
dissent within russia praise for victor serge serge is one of the most
compelling of twentieth century ethical and literary heroes susan sontag
macarthur fellow and winner of the national book award his political
recollections are very important because they reflect so well the mood of
this lost generation his articles and books speak for themselves and we
would be poorer without them partisan review i know of no other writer
with whom serge can be very usefully compared the essence of the man
and his books is to be found in his attitude to the truth john berger
booker prize winning author the novels poems memoirs and other
writings of victor serge are among the finest works of literature inspired
by the october revolution that brought the working class to power in
russia in 1917 scott mclemee writer of the weekly intellectual affairs
column for inside higher ed

Year One of the Russian Revolution
2017-01-15

revolutions in communication offers a new approach to media history
presenting an encyclopedic look at the way technological change has
linked social and ideological communities using key figures in history to
benchmark the chronology of technical innovation kovarik s exhaustive
scholarship narrates the story of revolutions in printing electronic
communication and digital information while drawing parallels between
the past and present updated to reflect new research that has surfaced
these past few years revolutions in communication continues to provide
students and teachers with the most readable history of communications
while including enough international perspective to get the most
accurate sense of the field the supplemental reading materials on the
companion website include slideshows podcasts and video demonstration
plans in order to facilitate further reading revolutionsincommunication
com

Revolutions in Communication
2015-11-19
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in this unique book peter j stanlis the leading burke scholar in america
has collected all the most important works and speeches of edmund
burke 1729 1797 british statesman political philosopher and founder of
modern conservative thought and with due care to preserve the beauty
of burke s prose edited them down to their essentials the main purpose
of these selections stanlis explains is to present extensive and in the
main unbroken samples of burke s most representative thought in his
most characteristic style on a great variety of subjects in this major effort
you can find to name only a few topics covered burke s defense of
ordered liberty his advocacy of secure property rights his love of
christianity and europe s moral tradition and his impassioned jeremiad
against the orgy of destruction that the french revolution became stanlis
s general introduction gives important insight into burke s early life
education professional training literary and political career prose style
political philosophy and more in addition each selection is preceded by a
headnote that clarifies the selections in their historical context and
includes a brief analytical interpretation a chronology highlights
important dates in burke s life and career in its compactness and
comprehensiveness this volume is the quintessential burke reader it will
be of interest to historians political scientists and students of literature
and intellectual history

Supplement No. 1 to the Alphabetical
Finding List of the Free Public Library of
Jersey City. Oct. 1, 1891
1891

from the new york times bestselling author of the romanov sisters caught
in the revolution is helen rappaport s masterful telling of the outbreak of
the russian revolution through eye witness accounts left by foreign
nationals who saw the drama unfold between the first revolution in
february 1917 and lenin s bolshevik coup in october petrograd the former
st petersburg was in turmoil felt nowhere more keenly than on the
fashionable nevsky prospekt there the foreign visitors who filled hotels
clubs offices and embassies were acutely aware of the chaos breaking
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out on their doorsteps and beneath their windows among this disparate
group were journalists diplomats businessmen bankers governesses
volunteer nurses and expatriate socialites many kept diaries and wrote
letters home from an english nurse who had already survived the sinking
of the titanic to the black valet of the us ambassador far from his native
deep south to suffragette leader emmeline pankhurst who had come to
petrograd to inspect the indomitable women s death battalion led by
maria bochkareva helen rappaport draws upon this rich trove of material
much of it previously unpublished to carry us right up to the action to see
feel and hear the revolution as it happened to an assortment of
individuals who suddenly felt themselves trapped in a red madhouse

Edmund Burke
2017-09-29

the seventeenth century was one of the most dramatic periods in
scotland s history with two political revolutions intense religious strife
culminating in the beginnings of toleration and the modernisation of the
state and its infrastructure this book focuses on the history that the scots
themselves made previous conceptualisations of scotland s seventeenth
century have tended to define it as falling between 1603 and 1707 the
union of crowns and the union of parliaments in contrast this book asks
how seventeenth century scotland would look if we focused on things
that the scots themselves wanted and chose to do here the key
organising dates are not 1603 and 1707 but 1638and 1689 the
covenanting revolution and the glorious revolution within that framework
the book develops several core themes one is regional and local the book
looks at the highlands and the anglo scottish borders the increasing
importance of money in politics and the growing commercialisation of
scottish society is a further theme addressed chapters on this theme like
those on the nature of the scottish revolution also discuss central
governmentand illustrate the growth of the state a third theme is political
thought and the world of ideas the intellectual landscape of seventeenth
century scotland has often been perceived as less important and less
innovative and suchperceptions are explored and in some cases
challenged in this volume two stories have tended to dominate the
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historiography of seventeenth century scotland anglo scottish relations
and religious politics one of the recentleitmotifs of early modern british
history has been the stress on the britishness of that history and the
interaction between the three kingdoms which constituted the atlantic
archipelago the two revolutions at the heart ofthe book were definitely
scottish even though they were affected by events elsewhere this is
scottish history but scottish history which recognises and is informed by a
british context where appropriate the interconnected nature of religion
and politics is reflected in almost every contribution to this volume
sharon adams is postdoctoral research fellow at the university of freiburg
julian goodare is reader in history at the university of edinburgh
contributors sharon adams caroline erskine julian goodare anna
groundwater maurice lee jnr danielle mccormack alasdair raffe laura
rayner sherrilynn theiss sally tuckett douglas watt

Caught in the Revolution
2018-04-10

edmund burke s reflections on the revolution in france is considered by
many to be a masterpiece of political analysis and a compelling rationale
against the french revolution originally written as a letter in response to a
young parisian and later expanded upon and published in book format in
january 1790 the work has greatly influenced conservative and classic
liberal intellectuals and stands as a powerful argument against violent
revolutions lawlessness and unrest prior to 1790 burke was a well known
member of the british house of commons and a vocal supporter of the
american revolution his condemnation of the french revolution shocked
many of his peers and supporters burke viewed the french revolution as a
violent and chaotic war without any guiding ideology or respect for the
rule of law and feared it would lead to a situation that was both
dangerous and corrupt many of burke s predictions came true as the
revolution devolved into bloodshed and anarchy with the reign of terror
beginning in 1793 and then leading to the eventual military dictatorship
of napoleon bonaparte burke s work stands as an enduring statement in
support of tradition hereditary power property rights duty and the
monarchy
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Scotland in the Age of Two Revolutions
2014

martin puchner tells the story of political and artistic upheavals through
the political manifestos of the 19th and 20th centuries he argues that the
manifesto was the genre through which modern culture articulated its
revolutionary ambitions and desires

Reflections on the Revolution in France
2018-10-14

this book focuses on topics such as the cultural specificity of arab family
businesses with regard to shaping their governance and management
the influence that specific values in the arab world could exert on the
management of family businesses how spiritual and religious values
influence business in arab family firms and the role of emotions in the
management of family firms in the arab world presenting a collection of
contributions addressing management finance strategy and succession in
arab family businesses this book constitutes a novel and unique
contribution to the research field of family businesses

Poetry of the Revolution
2006

harold j laski saw world war two as a period of revolutionary change as
profound as any in the modern history of the human race in his view the
period s inner nature was as significant in its essentials as those which
saw the fall of the roman empire the birth in the reformation of capitalist
society or as in 1789 the final chapter in the dramatic rise of the middle
class to power all of these were not revolutions made by thinkers though
some of them may have foreseen its coming but of ordinary people who
shaped the large outlines of the direction of these changes laski held that
revolutions of our time have been rooted in all that goes to give its
present character to our society we can recognize its advent and prepare
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for it in that event we might build a civilization richer and more secure
than any of which we so far have knowledge or we may chose to resist its
onset in which case it will appear to some future generation that our age
has sought rather to sweep back the tides of the ocean than to oppose
the decrees of men the curse of our social order is its persistent
inequalities either we must find ourselves able to co operate in their
removal or we shall move rapidly to conflict about them laski argues that
the middle class must co operate with workers in essential revisions as
the aristocracy was wise enough to do a century ago over the reform bill
or violent revolution will be unleashed by means that transforms the ends
of either party to the conflict in view this is the choice that lies before us
just how accurate or wide of the mark laski was is brilliantly articulated in
the critical introduction by sidney a pearson jr

Family Businesses in the Arab World
2017-05-18

the present is enough for common souls who never looking forward are
indeedmere clay wherein the footprints of their ageare petrified for ever i
received a letter the other day it was from a man in arizona it began dear
comrade it ended yours for the revolution i replied to the letter and my
letter began dear comrade it ended yours for the revolution in the united
states there are 400 000 men of men and women nearly 1 000 000 who
begin their letters dear comrade and end them yours for the revolution in
germany there are 3 000 000 men who begin their letters dear comrade
and end them yours for the revolution in france 1 000 000 men in austria
800 000 men in belgium 300 000 men in italy 250 000 men in england
100 000 men in switzerland 100 000 men in denmark 55 000 men in
sweden 50 000 men in holland 40 000 men in spain 30 000 men
comrades all and revolutionists these are numbers which dwarf the grand
armies of napoleon and xerxes but they are numbers not of conquest and
maintenance of the established order but of conquest and revolution they
compose when the roll is called an army of 7 000 000 men who in
accordance with the conditions of to day are fighting with all their might
for the conquest of the wealth of the world and for the complete
overthrow of existing society there has never been anything like this
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revolution in the history of the world there is nothing analogous between
it and the american revolution or the french revolution it is unique
colossal other revolutions compare with it as asteroids compare with the
sun it is alone of its kind the first world revolution in a world whose
history is replete with revolutions and not only this for it is the first
organized movement of men to become a world movement limited only
by the limits of the planet

Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time
2017-07-05

when the women s march gathered millions just one day after trump s
inauguration a new era of progressive action was born organizing on the
far right led to trump s election bringing authoritarianism and the specter
of neo fascism and intensifying corporate capitalism s growing crises of
inequality and injustices yet now we see a new universalizing resistance
among progressive and left movements for truth dignity and a world
based on democracy equality and sustainability derber offers the first
comprehensive guide to this new era and an original vision and strategy
for movement success he convincingly shows how only a new
universalizing wave a progressive and revolutionary movement of
movements can counter the world universalizing economic and cultural
forces of intensifying corporate and far right power derber explores the
crises and eroding legitimacy of the globalized capitalist system and the
right wing movements that helped create the trump era he shows how
left universalizing movements can and must converge to propel a mass
base that can prevent societal economic or ecological collapse stop a
resurgent right and build a democratic social alternative he describes
tactics and strategies for this new progressive movement brief guest
interludes by medea benjamin noam chomsky ralph nader bill fletcher
juliet schor gar alperovitz chuck collins matt nelson janet wallace and
other prominent figures tell how to coalesce and universalize activism
into a more powerful movement wave at local community national and
international levels vivid and highly accessible this book is for activists
students and all citizens concerned about the erosion of justice and
democracy it thoroughly illuminates the rationale theory practice
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humanism love and joy of the social transformation that we urgently
need

Revolution
2021-04-24

the tenth edition of keen s latin american civilization inaugurates a new
era in the history of this classic anthology by dividing it into two volumes
this second volume retains most of the modern period sources from the
ninth edition but with some significant additions including a new set of
images and a wide range of new sources that reflect the latest events
and trends in contemporary latin america the 75 excerpts in volume two
provide foundational and often riveting first hand accounts of life in
modern latin america concise introductions for chapters and excerpts
provide essential context for understanding the primary sources

The Fortnightly Review
1876

international and interdisciplinary in range and scope the critical
companion to contemporary marxism provides a thorough and precise
panorama of recent developments in marxist theory in the us europe and
beyond

Welcome to the Revolution
2017-06-14

fills a gap in scholarship on an increasingly important field within political
science comparative politics the discipline devoted to the politics of other
countries or peoples has been steadily gaining prominence as a field of
study allowing politics to be viewed from a wider foundation than a
concentration on domestic affairs would permit
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it is nearly impossible to separate contemporary iranian cinema from the
islamic revolution that transformed film production in the country in the
late 1970s as the aims of the revolution shifted and hardened once
khomeini took power and as an eight year war with iraq dragged on
iranian filmmakers confronted new restrictions in the 1990s however the
reformist movement led by mohammad khatami and the film industry
developed an unlikely partnership that moved audiences away from
revolutionary ideas and toward a discourse of reform in reform cinema in
iran blake atwood examines how new industrial and aesthetic practices
created a distinct cultural and political style in iranian film between 1989
and 2007 atwood analyzes a range of popular art and documentary films
he provides new readings of internationally recognized films such as
abbas kiarostami s taste of cherry 1997 and mohsen makhmalbaf s time
for love 1990 as well as those by rakhshan bani masud kiami and other
key iranian directors at the same time he also considers how filmmakers
and the film industry were affected by larger political and religious trends
that took shape during mohammad khatami s presidency 1997 2005
atwood analyzes political speeches religious sermons and newspaper
editorials and pays close attention to technological developments
particularly the rise of video to determine their role in democratizing
filmmaking and realizing the goals of political reform he concludes with a
look at the legacy of reform cinema including films produced under
mahmoud ahmadinejad whose neoconservative discourse rejected the
policies of reform that preceded him

Critical Companion to Contemporary
Marxism
2007-12-31

social and cultural anthropology and archaeology are rich subjects with
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deep connections in the social and physical sciences over the past 150
years the subject matter and different theoretical perspectives have
expanded so greatly that no single individual can command all of it
consequently both advanced students and professionals may be
confronted with theoretical positions and names of theorists with whom
they are only partially familiar if they have heard of them at all students
in particular are likely to turn to the web to find quick background
information on theorists and theories however most web based
information is inaccurate and or lacks depth students and professionals
need a source to provide a quick overview of a particular theory and
theorist with just the basics the who what where how and why if you will
in response sage reference plans to publish the two volume theory in
social and cultural anthropology an encyclopedia features benefits two
volumes containing approximately 335 signed entries provide users with
the most authoritative and thorough reference resource available on
anthropology theory both in terms of breadth and depth of coverage to
ease navigation between and among related entries a reader s guide
groups entries thematically and each entry is followed by cross
references in the electronic version the reader s guide combines with the
cross references and a detailed index to provide robust search and
browse capabilities an appendix with a chronology of anthropology
theory allows students to easily chart directions and trends in thought
and theory from early times to the present suggestions for further
reading at the end of each entry and a master bibliography at the end
guide readers to sources for more detailed research and discussion

The Oxford Companion to Comparative
Politics
2012-10-25

the cause effect in history series examines major historic events by
focusing on specific causes and consequences for instance in cause
effect the french revolution a chapter explores how inequality led to the
revolution and in cause effect the american revolution one chapter delves
into this question how did assistance from france help the american
cause every book in the series includes thoughtful discussion of
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questions like these supported by facts examples and a mix of fully
documented primary and secondary source quotes each title also
includes an overview of the event so that readers have a broad context
for understanding the more detailed discussions of specific causes and
their effects book jacket

Reform Cinema in Iran
2016-11-08

a companion to russian cinema provides an exhaustive and carefully
organised guide to the cinema of pre revolutionary russia of the soviet
era as well as post soviet russian cinema edited by one of the most
established and knowledgeable scholars in russian cinema studies the
most up to date and thorough coverage of russian soviet and post soviet
cinema which also effectively fills gaps in the existing scholarship in the
field this is the first volume on russian cinema to explore specifically the
history of movie theatres studios and educational institutions the editor is
one of the most established and knowledgeable scholars in russian
cinema studies and contributions come from leading experts in the field
of russian studies film studies and visual culture chapters consider the
arts of scriptwriting sound production design costumes and
cinematography provides five portraits of key figures in soviet and russia
film history whose works have been somewhat neglected

Theory in Social and Cultural Anthropology
2013-08-28

raya dunayevskaya is hailed as the founder of marxist humanism in the
united states in this new collection of her essays co editors peter hudis
and kevin b anderson have crafted a work in which the true power and
originality of dunayevskaya s ideas are displayed this extensive collection
of writings on hegel marx and dialectics captures dunayevskaya s central
dictum that contrary to the established views of hegelians and marxists
hegel was of signal importance to the theory and practice of marxism the
power of negativity sheds light not only on marxist humanism and the
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rooting of dunayevskaya s marxist humanist theories in hegel but also on
the life of one of america s most penetrating and provocative critical
thinkers

Cause and Effect
2015-05-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Companion to Russian Cinema
2016-05-17

to the other shore tells the story of a small but influential group of jewish
intellectuals who immigrated to the united states from the russian empire
between 1881 and the early 1920s the era of mass immigration this
pioneer group of jewish intellectuals many of whom were raised in
orthodox homes abandoned their jewish identity absorbed the radical
political theories circulating in nineteenth century russia and brought
those theories with them to america when they became leaders in the
labor movement in the united states and wrote for the yiddish russian
and english language radical press they generally retained the
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secularized russian cultural identity they had adopted in their homeland
together with their commitment to socialist theories this group includes
abraham cahan longtime editor of the jewish daily forward and one of the
most influential jews in america during the first half of this century morris
hillquit a founding figure of the american socialist movement michael
zametkin and his wife adella kean both journalists and labor activists in
the early decades of this century and chaim zhitlovsky one of the most
important yiddish writers in modern times these immigrants were part of
the generation of jewish intellectuals that preceded the better known
new york intellectuals of the late 1920s and 1930s the group chronicled
in irving howe s world of our fathers in to the other shore steven cassedy
offers a broad clear eyed portrait of the early jewish emigré intellectuals
in america and the russian cultural and political doctrines that inspired
them originally published in 1997 the princeton legacy library uses the
latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out
of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university
press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the
goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905

The Power of Negativity
2001-11-13

what impact did bolshevist rule have on emma goldmans s perception of
the russian revolutions of 1917 and why did she change her mind going
from defending the russian revolution to becoming a crusader against
bolshevism the russian revolution changed the world and determined the
history of the 20th century as the french revolution had determined the
history of the 19th century left wing intellectuals around the world
greeted the february revolution with enthusiasm as their hope for a new
world and social order and the end of capitalism seemed close however
the joy did not last long as the ideals of february 1917 were replaced by
the realities of october 1917 and lenin crushed the revolution during the
following civil war emma goldman a famous russian born american
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anarchist was one of the intellectuals whose admiration for the revolution
turned into frustration about its corruption emma goldman and the
russian revolution discusses her evolving perception of the revolution
between 1917 and the early 1920s the analysis of such an intellectual
transformation process provides a case study of intellectual and
revolutionary history alike adding a closer reading to the research about
the famous american anarchist emma goldman her transnational life and
her role as a revolutionary intellectual

The Academy
1876

a history of the modern middle east examines the profound and often
dramatic transformations of the region in the past two centuries from the
ottoman and egyptian reforms through the challenge of western
imperialism to the impact of us foreign policies built around a framework
of political history while also carefully integrating social cultural and
economic developments this expertly crafted account provides readers
with the most comprehensive balanced and penetrating analysis of the
modern middle east the sixth edition has been revised to provide a
thorough account of the major developments since 2012 including the
tumultuous aftermath of the arab uprisings the sectarian conflict in iraq
and civil war in syria that led to the rise of isis the crises in libya and
yemen and the united states nuclear talks with iran with brand new
timelines in each part updated select bibliographies and expanded online
instructor resources a history of the modern middle east remains the
quintessential text for courses on middle east history

The Revolution of America
2019-03-16

To the Other Shore
2014-07-14
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Emma Goldman and the Russian Revolution
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A History of the Modern Middle East
2018-05-04
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